Asker Welfare Lab
-

A practical example of how welfare services can change
from being about clients to being about people

“NO decision ABOUT me
shall be taken WITHOUT me…!”

A major shift in Nordic public sector thinking

MUNICIPALITY 1.0

MUNICIPALITY 2.0

MUNICIPALITY 3.0

«The Guardian-municipality »

«The Service-municipality»

«The Co-creating municipality»

Typical for the 60’s - the
municipality dictates/decides
–
«Top-down approach»

Typical for the 90’s - the citizen
dictates/decides
«The municipality carries you
through life»

Emerging from the mid 2000’s
onwards. We decide together.
«What should we accomplish
together today ? »

Towards a more sustainable society

Demographic changes
(among other things «the
wave of aging population»)
Youth
experiencing
exclusion
Family and
network

The economic
instruments of
the Norwegian
Housing Bank
New expectations
from the citizens

Lag og
foreninger

Social
Entrepreneurship

Municipally allocated
residences for rent

Family services /
leisure

Spiritual
communities/denomin
ations

Economic
management and counseling
Socioeconomical
challenges

Mono cultural to
multi cultural
society

Labor
migration

Upbringing, schools,
kindergartens

Work and activity
Integration work

Users’ organizations

Follow up from
services within the
fields of mental health
and substance abuse
Challenges within
public health

Climate change

Local and global trends affect the municipal framework conditions for future development of
services. Changes in the citizens’ expectations, along with demands for increased output
from every dollar invested, challenges the traditional role of the municipality. How to best put
the citizen at the centre..?

Creating Asker Welfare Lab – What is it? What did we do?



Phase 1: Shaping a concept

 In 2014/2015 Asker municipality tested service design
methodology to develop what was to be «The Housing
Office of the Future»
 The product became something totally different: Asker
Welfare Lab, a citizen oriented, holistic concept for public
service delivery.


Phase 2: From concept to a fully developed model

 In 2016/ spring 2017 Asker municipality has further
developed and tested the total concept in real life


Phase 3: Further work and model for benefits realization.

 Autumn 2017-2018

We are
here
now

The design methodology helped us put the
citizen at the centre of it all.

GATHERING
INSIGHTS

DEVELOPING
IDEAS

DESIGN, TEST
AND BUILD

IMPLEMENT

-

-

-

-

Understanding
needs

How can needs
be met ?

«Does it actually
work?»

Seeing it through
(and through, and
through, and…)

Asker Welfare Lab – goals
Families/citizens participating in the pilot programme shall be
given/experience improved living conditions and quality of
life.

The municipality shall achieve an increased quality and better
and more efficient use of resources for those participating in
the pilot.
To be able to achieve this, we will work in a new way:
> Put the citizen/family at the centre of it all
> Deliver services in a more coordinated manner/fashion.
> Cooperate with other public sector partners, the voluntary sector,
the private sector and the local community as a whole.
> «Follow the money»(the resource input) and measure effects.

Asker Welfare Lab is all about the shift from working with «cases» to working with people
Regular public administration

The Welfare Lab

MeaTiltak
sures

MeaTiltak
sures

Plan

MeaTiltak
sures

MeaTiltak
sures

MeaTiltak
sures

Each of the different
municipal departments
(service providers) assess
the needs separately.

The municipal
departments all initiate
their own measures
separately.

The citizen is in need
of services from the
municipality

360° survey and then the
citizen and the investment
team make an investment
plan together.

The investment plan is
executed and adjusted
when/if necessary.

Social costs

Social costs

The citizen is in need
of services from the
municipality
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The pilot has three target groups:

Target group A

Target group B

Target group C

Families with children,
experiencing "vulnerable

Vulnerable youngsters

Families with children that
have disabilities

living conditions".

aged 16-25

Why these target groups?
The following factors directed us in the choice of target groups:
•

Focusing on children and youngsters will give the largest the return on investment,
therefore it became natural to choose families with children, and vulnerable youngsters
as target groups. This also coincides with national guidelines and the municipal priority
«prevention and early intervention».

•

Children with disabilities and their families often are in need of services throughout their
lives. Therefore it was interesting to test the investment thinking on this target group.

•

In the national strategy «Housing for welfare - National strategy for housing
and support services (2014-2012)», youth and families with children also are the
central target groups.

How did we select the participants for the pilot?
The families/citizens participating in Asker Welfare
Lab have until now been families/citizens previously
known to the municipal support services. The
participants are registered from different parts of
the municipal organization and these points have
been crucial in the selection:
•

The families/citizens themselves want a change
and are ready to commit. The family/citizen
voluntarily suspend the confidentiality clause that
prevent the services cooperating and sharing
information.

•

The families/citizens have complex needs, and
are in need of different areas of expertise.

•

It is expedient to work long term and make a
long term plan with goals and measures.

•

In addition, we have tried to ensure variation and
a spread of challenges between the different
target groups.
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The «Capture» phase
Citizens and families

Sustainable
life situation

that need help to be able to establish a
sustainable life situation.

Investment leaders are caseworkers with
special training that are in charge of the

investment teams.

CAPTURE
Trusted person/
«Go-to person»
The citizen or family are
welcome to involve
another trusted parties if
they want. This can be a
neighbour, a colleague, a
football coach, another
support person etc.

In the «Capture» phase, citizens and families
Participants in the Investment Teams are employees
from the relevant organizations in Asker municipality,
from regional and governmental levels, as well as

that might benefit from participation in the
Welfare Lab are allocated. These often are

participants from the Asker society as a whole, that
might be relevant for the citizen/family involved.

existing receivers of municipal services, but can
also be totally «new» citizens or families that
not earlier have received special, municipal
services.

The «Invest» phase
Sustainable
life situation

INVEST

In the «Invest» phase, the family or citizen are invited to a
«mapping meeting», where they are welcome to bring a trusted
person/their «Go-to person». In what is called «the 360°meeting», other participants are the Investment Leader and the
Investment Team, representing a broad spectrum of organizations
and services. Together with the citizen/family they make a long
term plan with the appropriate goals and measures.

The «Maintain» phase
Sustainable
life situation

MAINTAIN

In the «Maintain» phase, the Investment Plan is followed up by the
different participants of the Investment Team. If / when needed, the
Investment Leader, together with the citizen and the Investment
Team, make sure to do necessary adjustments. The Investment
Leader reports on whether the family/citizen experiences an
improved life situation.

The pilot plan describes the user experience, the activities and responsibilities.

The pilot plan describes the user experience, the activities and responsibilities.

The Mapping Tool – structured planning
>

The Mapping Tool is a tool that is placed in the
middle of the table as a «table cloth» in the
meetings, and is used both as a «survey form»
and a note sheet.

>

Everyone present are encouraged to participate
actively in writing on the Mapping Tool, making it
a living document.

>

In the meetings, the participants only make notes
on the Mapping Tool, nowhere else.

>

It also works as a common report from the
meeting and is brought back for the next meeting.
The citizens also can take a picture of the
Mapping Tool if they want.

The Mapping Tool helps us to
>

Make the broadest possible mapping , that is,
360°.

>

Make a common plan.

>

Create equality between the citizen/family and
the municipality.

>

Reveal the resources and dreams of the citizen.

>

Clearly show what areas of expertise that are
needed and how this must be coordinated both
short and long term to make a change for the
citizen/family.

>

Breaks down the ordinary municipal way of
working, both when it comes to form and content,
and in doing this, helps us to think in new ways.

The Investment teams are here training for the 360°- meeting, and the use of the
Mapping Tool, prior to the piloting phase

What I am good at:

The situation today

What we will do now

Short term within__

Long term within___

What I dream of:

Who/ Wheen

Work
Housing

Physical health
Mental health

What is difficult:

Economy
School & Education
Leisure
Voluntarism
Substance
abuse

Family

Friends

Leisure

@Home

Work

Public
sector

The ones around me:

____________’s plan
Date:
Participants:

What are we doing to succeed ?
THE CITIZEN AT THE CENTRE OF IT ALL

AUTHORITY



In Asker Welfare Lab, the citizen and the whole
family is placed at the centre. They are active
participants and co-investors in all the stages of
the process.





By making the citizen the crucial element, every
involved party gets a common goal, and this
helps us see all services and measures in unison.

Everyone in the Investment Team has got the
authority to make the necessary decisions. This
means that the Investment Team has got access to
those measures and resources that are needed in
the case of the citizen/family involved.

LONG-TERM



We plan long-term how the citizen/family will reach
their goals.

SIMULTANEITY

PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY



In Asker Welfare Lab, all the necessary
competences are gathered around the
citizen/family. These might be different
departments in Asker municipality, but often also
regional and governmental organizations,
voluntary sector parties etc.



The Investment Leader is responsible for progress
and secure that the goals are met. If necessary,
adjustments are made. There is a clear
understanding of who has the responsibility for what
in the Investment Team.



In Asker Welfare Lab we make a 360 degree
survey/mapping together, and based on this, we
make goals and measures for the family.



The Investment Leaders are hand picked,
accomplished, solution oriented case workers that
comprise a crucial element for the success so far.

Asker Welfare Lab
What do the participants say? A selection of quotes along the way.

Recent newspaper article
In October 2017, a newspaper asked us if
we could pose these questions to some of
the participants in the pilot:
1.

In short: what was your main challenge
before you joined the Welfare Lab? How do
you experience this challenge now?

2.

If your situation has changed, what has
made this happen, the way you see it?

3.

What has it meant to you to participate in
Asker Welfare Lab?

4.

Is it something else you want to tell about
Asker Welfare Lab ?

5.

Are you a man or a woman? Do you live
alone or in a family? How old are you?

Answer from a father, 47 years old

capacity. My wife has had to be at home a lot, since one of our children is disabled.

All people deal with challenges in their own way. We were mentally and physically
weary and tired because of this child. And we were weary of having a poor
economy.
Now we fare much better. We have gotten help to get my wife a new job and we
have bought a new, bigger place to live, with more room for the whole family. It
feels good to experience this support, and that Asker municipality wanted to
invest in us. We feel more like a normal family, and our everyday life is easier

because our «load» is lighter. We have not yet «crossed the finish line», but our

“

“

We had financial troubles because one of us parents has a reduced working

outlook on life is brighter now. We think more people should receive this kind of
support and help to get on with life, as we now have got.

Quotes along the way…
«For the first time, I can
face Christmas without
worrying about my
finances»

«The ones that need us
should not have to organize
themselves around US.
Let us organize us
around THEM.»

one of the participants in the pilot

an employee from Asker
municipality

«It feels like 200 kg was
just lifted from my
shoulders».

«…here we actually «create»
two persons that can pursue
a life (again)»

a family that had just met their
Investment Team

an RGP with patients participating in
the pilot

What I am good at:

The situation today

What we will do now

Short term within__

Long term within__

What I dream of:

What is difficult:

«The Mapping Tool makes me feel
included, partaking in my own plan»

A citizen in Asker municipality
«I think using the Mapping Tool worked
incredibly well. What we discussed became
crystal clear both for the citizen and the other
participants in the meeting.»
An employee after her first encounter with the
Mapping Tool.

The ones around me:

____________’s plan
Date:
Participants:

Quotes along the way…
«…My impression is that the
good experiences from the
Welfare Lab are spreading and
increase the cooperation in
other areas/cases (in the
municipality) as well..»
an employee in Asker municipality

«We shall not have more
welfare, but better
welfare».
Morten Hyllegaard
Partner i BETA – a danish
consulting firm specializing in
welfare development

«The goal is not to break down the
silos in the organization. The
department for mental health need
expertise on mental health, NAV needs
expertise on welfare, homecare needs
expertise on somatic homecare. We shall
not joke around with that, but everyone
must work shoulder to shoulder
when necessary, when the citizens have
different and complex needs.»
an employee in Asker municipality

We posed questions similar to those
from the newspaper article to some of
the other participants, after talking to
Jamie and Giulio last week. Here are
some responses…

A care taker:

you were interested in what he wanted to talk about. He has
never participated like this in meetings before. You were not
problem-focused, but showed genuine interest in his own dreams.
You actually made him talk about what was important to HIM.
When it didn’t work to use a specific form, you were flexible, «OK,
then we do it another way..!»
It is so important that he gets to be in the centre.
Before the Welfare Lab, he was staying at home, in bed. He was a
school drop-out and did not partake in anything. Today he is
active in a county college, he partakes in the classes and has
had only two accounts of oversleeping in the whole semester.

“

“

In the first conversation, you took everything on his own terms,

One that just «got out»:

This is a person that has just got out from serving a sentence. He is ready to get back in
society again. When asked today about the difference being made in his life from
participating in the Welfare Lab, he says:

application is not just «drowning in the pile». It is also better to

make plans for the future together with more people. A good
thing that there are other people involved.

“

“

It makes it easier to make things work. I know that my

Asker Welfare Lab – answering both local and
national priorities
>

National guidelines: The services of the
future are to be «the citizens’ services», where
the main rule is: «No decision about me shall be
taken without me».

>

Local challenges: Co-creation and
citizenship, prevention and early intervention,
along with a holistic view of service delivery.

>

«We must dare to make mistakes. Innovation is
all about opening up, listening to the citizens,
dare to do things differently and have the actual
needs of the society as the starting point. Then,
we as leaders must make better structures, and
allow for errors to be made.
I tell my employees: «Make at least five
mistakes each year, but make sure to learn from
them!»»
Lars Bjerke, Councilman in Asker municipality

Strategy 2020 for Health and
welfare services: A paradigm shift where
resources are re-routed from repairing and
treatment to prevention and early intervention,
citizen-centred competence-building and more
knowledge-oriented practices.

>

The municipal innovation strategy
«An eye for possibilities». VWe will
seek new, innovative solutions in order to create
better services and work smarter.

>

National learning-project:

Asker
Welfare Lab is chosen as one of very few national
learning projects in the national strategi «Housing
for welfare, National strategy for social housing
2014-2020)

The picture is of the «INNOVATION POSTER» for Asker
municipality, summing up the most important action points
in order to be an innovative municipality. The municipality
won the national Public Sector Innovation Award in 2017

The municipality as an investor can be summed up as:
•

•

•

•

•

Investment thinking is about channeling the
resource input from reparing to prevention.
To invest is daring to choose spending the
needed resources for prevention and early
intervention.
Investment thinking demands that we stop
seeing the different departmental budgets as
separate entities, but look at the total
municipal resource pool as one «body of
resources».
Investment thinking also demands that we
look at municipal, regional, governmental and
other resources in the Asker societey as one
resource pool.
Investment thinking demands that a specific
responsible person follows the investment
over time and secures the benefits.
Investment thinking demands that the
citizen/family is a co-investor.

«Believing in people…
That means investing in
people, because you only
invest in something you
have faith in»
Quote from Fredrik in the
Forandringsfabrikken

«We experience that when we
invest as ONE unit, it is only a
matter of short time before the
situation of the family changes
from untenable/vulnerable to
stable. Afterwards, it takes time
to maintain the situation, secure
the investment and approach a
sustainable situation».
Quote from an Investment Leader

Asker Welfare Lab receives both national and international attention
Asker municipality won the National Municipal Innovation
Award in 2017 for, among other things, Asker Welfare Lab.
Asker Welfare Lab receives a «Best Practice Certificate»
from EPSA 2017 .
Asker municipality is also a semi-finalist for an award from
OPSI.

A happy Councilman, Lars
Bjerke (holding the award)
together with colleagues
from Asker municipality,
june 2017.

«This method for investing in people has
created great enthusiasm. In Asker
Welfare Lab, each citizen and family is
placed at the centre in a totally new
way. The citizen, the municipality and
other partners cooperate, both in the
development and the delivery of
services. In certain areas, the method is
a radical break from traditional,
municipal organization and structure,
but on the same time it is perfectly in line
with both national and municipal
guidelines. We can already see that the
«Investor Mindset» has a great transfer
potential for other, municipal services.»
Aud Hansen, the municipal director of Health and
Welfare Services

«Asker Welfare Lab is the
most radical example of
user dialogue the jury has
ever seen.»
Quote from the jury

Asker Welfare Lab
Investor Model - Benefits and effects

The munipality as an investor
>

In phase 1, Asker municipality posed the following
question: What if the municipality thinks like an
investor, and not just as a case worker?

>

In phase 2, the Investor Mindset has been further
developed. The principles that form the basis for
this mindset have been tested and put in practice.

>

Through the Welfare Lab, Asker municipality has
tested what really happens when the municipality
works across service areas and uses the citizens’
life situation as the pivotal point. The experiences
show that decisions are made faster and with an
increased quality. The citizens are met on their
own premises, and together with the municipality
they make a mutually binding plan.

>

Illustrativ report from the first phase of the project,
showing what a report could look like if it was centred
around people, not cases.

What does it mean; «the municipality as an investor» ?

>

For the municipality, «thinking like an investor» means to
understand which investments that can create benefits showed
through lasting changes in the citizens’ lives. As such, the
municipality looks upon itself as an investor in people more
than an administrator of «cases».

The investments from the Welfare Lab shall
create sustainable changes in the lives of the
citizens.
>

>

It is a foundational prerequisite that the municipality pivots around
the citizens’ life situation, and, through the Welfare Lab, organize
the services around the citizen/family. This is opposed to how most
services are organized today, where the citizens have to organize
themselves according to the way the municipality is organized, or
how laws and regulations are divided.
The Investment Decisions are being made by a cross-service
Investment Team with the necessary authority to make decisions.
This empowerment makes it possible to make quicker
decisions than usual. Because the decisions are based on a
common understanding of the total life situation of the citizen,
the quality of the decisions are better, both when it comes to
their accuracy and quality.

Traditional «public sector
mindset»

Investment Mindset

Mapping only within each
sector/subject matter

360° mapping of the whole
family, not just the person
receiving services.

Focus on one citizen and often
just one area of problems.

Focusing on the whole family.

Decision authority mostly given to
leaders. Case handling and
follow up happens mainly after
the meeting.

Empowerment of employees.
Decisions are made in the
meeting, or shortly after.

We work separately within a field
of practice or an organizational
unit, and do not cooperate with
each other.

A broader perspective where
everyone works towards a
common goal.

Supervisory group for one citizen.

An investment team with a wide
composition of actors, working
with the whole family

Short term perspective

Long term perspective

«Repairing»

Prevention and early intervention

Measuring/Counting measures

Measuring effect

The Investor Mindset is further developed and systemized.

>

Investment plans are a set of documents and agreements
deveoped for Asker Welfare Lab.

>

The citizens are treated as co-investors, that partake in every
step of the process, according to the principle «No decision
about me shall be made without me». An interdisciplinary
Investment Team with the necessary authorizations, meets the
famliy/citizen to map their needs, and together come up with
relevant measures. A long term Investment Plan is then being
made, based on the situation of the family/citizen.

>

Based on this, an agreement is made, between the citizens and
Asker municipality. The agreement describes the citizens’ goals
and the measures needed to be done by each participant to reach
the goals.

>

The elements in the Investment Plan are based on «Guide for
benefit realisation» from The Norwegian Government Agency for
Financial Management . The Investment Plan contains among
other things, a description of the situation of the citizen/family
(based on the 360°-mapping), goals, planned measures, execution
plan, benefits for the citizen and the municipality, and the costs for
the municipality.

>

As the propagation of the Investment Thinking in the Welfare
Lab increases/ is adopted, the aggregated cost/benefitscenario can be reported in a more coherent manner.

Investment plan

The «Investment Journey» illustrates the wish for change in the life
situation of the citizen.
«The Investment Journey» consists of four different «situations». Below are examples of situations within the four different categories. The
examples are not the complete set, and the different categories may consist of several combinations and degrees of challenges within the
areas of housing, work/education, networks, economy, health and conditions for the upbringing of children.

UNTENABLE

VULNERABLE

STABLE

SUSTAINABLE

The citizen/family is in an
untenable situation when
they i.e. are without a
suitable residence, live
below the poverty level,
have a limited/no network/,
have challenges with
substance abuse, physical
and/or mental health. Often
they do not receive the
necessary/appropriate
services from public sector
or other support services.

The citizen/family is in a
vulnerable situation when
they i.e.have an unstable
housing situation, are not
engaged in daytime
activites, have a demanding
economic situation and have
challenges with physical
and/or mental health. They
might have some contact
with the supporting services,
but often not adequate or
correct follow-up.

The citizen/family is in a
stable situation when they
i.e. have got a suitable
residence, are engaged in
daytime activities, have a
clarified health situation and
a clarified economic
situation. They have mostly
adequate and correct followup from the supporting
services.

The citizen/family is in a
sustainable situation when
they i.e. have got a suitable
residence, have a stable
economy with regular
income, have a network and
participate in recreational
activities. They receive
follow-up from the
supporting services only
sporadically or to a very
small degree.

See earlier slide: «The
Capture phase»

See earlier slide: «The
Invest phase»

See earlier slide: «The
Maintain phase»

Asker Welfare Lab contributes to an evident improvement of
the citizens’ situation
UNTENABLE
«Be captured/discovered»

VULNERABLE
«Invest»

STABLE
«Maintain»

SUSTAINABLE
«Exit»

Young people
Family

High

Additional investment

DEGREE OF VULNERABILITY

Every «line of circles» in the diagram
illustrates the «Investment Journey»
for a citizen/family that have
participated in the pilot.The first circle
is their starting point, the second
circle shows how the situation has
developed over the course of the
pilot and the third circle (dotted line)
what is the desired goal.
The citizens and families that
participated in the Welfare Lab all
were in an either untenable or
vulnerable situation, and have,
already after 8 months or less,
moved forward in their
«Investment Journey».
Through Asker Welfare Lab, it is a
realistic estimate that an
overwhelming majority of the
citizens/families will be in a stable
or sustainable situation in the
course of 2-3 years.

Low

Degree of vulnerability is defined as the collected resources of
the citizen/family, and their ability to change their own situation.

Asker Welfare Lab has moved the participants in the pilot towards a
sustainable life situation
UNTENABLE
«Be captured/discovered»

VULNERABLE
«Invest»

STABLE
«Maintain»

High

AV RESSURSER
GRAD OF
VULNERABILITY
DEGREE

1 youth
1 family

2 youths
3 families

1 family

2 youths
3 families
Low

SUSTAINABLE
«Exit»

Asker Welfare Lab creates benefits for the citizens, the municipality
and the society as a whole

Benefits for the society

Benefits for the citizens

Benefits for the municipality

• Improved physical and mental
health

• Increased tax revenue

• Reduced production loss
• Increased tax revenue

• Improved living conditions

• More efficient case working –
increased capacity

• Increased ability to complete
schooling / work

• Improved quality in work with
follow-up

• Reduced costs for services
rendered

• Better conditions for upbringing
for the children

Through coordinated simultaneity from empowered employees, the citizens receive accurate services at the right
time, and the case working becomes more efficient. A clear placement of responsibilities with one person – the
Investment Leader – is an important success factor.
The end result is that more citizens can make it without municipal aid, the municipality then can help more
people, and the society receives an increased income.

A systematic and long term work with benefits realization

✓Through the Investment
Plan, the 1st phase of the
benefit realization process
is started

❑In the further work, the
benefit realization must be
planned and executed

1. Make relevant goals and
identify benefits.
• Udesign relevant and
precise goals
• Mapping and valuation of
benefits

2. Plan for benefit realization
• Verify and «anchor» the benefits
• Make benefit realization plans

It takes time from a
measure is implementetd to
the actual change is taking
place and the benefits can
be reaped. It is therefore
important to have a long
term perspective in the
work with benefit realization

Gevinstrealisering
4. Evaluate the process
• Evaluate the work with realizing
benefits
• Learn from the process.

Benefit realization is a
process of systematically
identifying, concretize, plan
and harvest the expected
benefits

3. Execute benefit realization
• Measurement and follow-up of the
benefit realization plan
• Change management

The realization of benefits,
demands systematic work
over time. This work must
be integrated in the ordinary
municipal system for
corporate governance

Terms and translations
NAV = Norwegian Labour and Welfare Service
> HDIR = The Norwegian Directorate of Health
> WAA = Work Assessment Allowance
> ROP = The municpal department for services to citizens with
mental health issues or problems with substance
abuse. (Norwegian web site only)
>

Example 1:
A family with children,
that has got «vulnerable
living conditions»
>

The citizen got her first challenges
with substance abuse at a young age.
She has finished higher education and
has been employed for some years.
While working, she gradually
developed problems with substance
abuse. When this was discovered by
the employer, she lost her job. Loosing
the job increased the problem of
substance abuse. She got pregnant
and gave birth to a child, but the child
was placed in foster care because of
the substance abuse.

>

The citizen has now been free from
substance abuse for some time, and
has had follow up from ROP. As of
today, she has mental health issues.
She rents an appartment.

>

We have worked with this mother for nine months. During the first
three months, her situation had moved from vulnerable to stable. I
løpet av de tre første månedene hadde mors situasjon gått fra utsatt
til stabil.

Example 1:
A family with children, that has got «vulnerable living conditions»
Situation
(360°-mapping)

Citizen:
• Has not had
permanent
employment for the
last two years
• Has got economic
problems because of
debts
• Does not have the
custody of the child
• Has got mental
health issues
• Wants to start
participating in a
local activity
program, and wishes
to train yoga

Planned measures

A local actor called
Mestringshuset does the
follow up in the citizens
house/residence
Voluntary administration
Apply public debt
settlement by the
Enforcement Office

Citizen is being given a
Personal Support Contact

Citizen will get work
practice

Continue treatment with
ROP

G1

G2:

G3:
G4:

Changes for
the citizen/family

Established in an
own appartment
Become debt free

Citizen is active
through doing yoga

Citizen gets back to
work again
Citizen is free from
substance abuse

Benefits

Better mental and
physical health for
the citizen

332 634 kroner
per yearG1
Value for quality-adjusted
life year (HDIR):
NOK 665 268
Improvement of 50 %

Reduced cost for the
state in the form of
benefits/services
given to the citizen

200 000 kroner
per yearG2

Increase in tax
income for Asker
municipality

36 000 kroner
per yearG3

Citizen gets to spend
more time with the
child
Citizen has more
contact with and has got
a more clarified
relationshop to her own
family

Benefit potential

Salary NOK 300 000
WAA NOK 200 000
Change 100%

Salary NOK 300 000
Tax rate 23,5%
Municipal tax rate 12%

Reduction in lost
production capacity
for the society

300 000 kroner
per yearG4
Salary NOK 300 000
Assuming salary equals
production

Utilizing the values for QUALY from HDIR. See link: https://helsedirektoratet.no/statistikk-og-analyse/samfunnsokonomiske-analyser/helserelaterte-problemstillinger-i-samfunnsokonomiske-analyser
Additional info: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quality-adjusted_life_year Estimated a 50 % improvement in health. This is not founded on facts or in the concrete measures being done.
Assuming a NOK 300 000 salary. Work Assessment Allowance (WAA) is 66% of the salary.
See link: https://www.nav.no/no/Person/Arbeid/Sykmeldt,+arbeidsavklaringspenger+og+yrkesskade/arbeidsavklaringspenger-aap#chapter-4
The person is back working, and no longer needs these services
Assuming a NOK 300 000 salary. The person increases working capacity from 0 to 100 %. Assuming the person ends up in the 3rd quartile for taxes on gross income.
See link: https://www.ssb.no/statistikkbanken/selectvarval/saveselections.asp Assuming the municipal tax rate is approximately half of the total tax rate.
Assuming a NOK 300 000 salary. The salary is made equal to the production from this person. This is a usual assumption in the public sector, since it is difficult to measure productivity. We assume this is also applicable in this case.

Example 2: A young adult
>

«John» is 20 years old and moved to
Asker a couple of years ago. He grew
up in the western parts of Norway and
has had a lot of contact with the child
care services in his life. Since he
moved to Asker, he has been in
contact with the Youth Team in NAV.
He is receiving social services
sosialhjelp, and has also been helped
to find a temporary place to live. When
he got in touch with Asker Welfare
Lab, he had been living in a hospits for
more than three months and had no
form of daytime activity. He is looking
for work/a place of
apprenticeshiplærlingeplass.

>

We have been working with this young adult for 8 months. During the first
three months, his situation has changed from Untenable to Vulnerable
and is approaching Stable.

Example 2: A young adult
Situation
(360°-mapping)
• Lacks two courses/
• classes to complete
high school.
• Is without income.
• Dreams about
becoming a certified
receptionist.
• Is without
permanent abode,
dreaming of a stable
housing situation
with control of his
own finances.
• Has earlier played
football on senior
level, dreaming
about playing at a
high/advanced
level/league.
• Has got a small
network in Asker,
feels lonely.
G1
G2
G3
G4

Planned measures

Changes for
the citizen/family

Support from Citizen
Sqare to find his own
appartment

The citizen has his own
appartment

Support from NAV to find
daytime activity (work)

The citizen gets his
own income through a
part time jobb

NAV/regional authorities
cooperate to find
employment/apprenticeship and complete missing
courses
Support from Citizen
Square to organize his
own economy/finances
Following up with housing
situation
Support from NAV to find
a football team and start
training football again

The citizen completes
high school and gets a
certificate of
apprenticeship
The citizen is active
through leisure
activities

Benefits

66 234 kroner per yearG1
Improved mental health
for the citizen

Value for quality-adjusted life year
(HDIR):
NOK 665 268
Improvement of 10 %

18 000 kroner per yearG2
Increased tax income
for Asker municipality

Salary NOK 150 000
Tax rate 23,5%
Municipal tax rate 12%

150 000 kroner per yearG3
Reduction in production
loss for the society G1

The citizen gets better
control over economy
and everyday life

The citizen gets a
wider social network

Benefit potential

Salary NOK 150 000
Assuming salary equals
production
Change 100%

71 400 kroner per yearG4
Reduced cost for social
services

Monthly rate for «Economic aid
for subsistence for singles», NOK
5950

Utilizing the values from QUALY from HDIR. See link: https://helsedirektoratet.no/statistikk-og-analyse/samfunnsokonomiske-analyser/helserelaterte-problemstillinger-i-samfunnsokonomiske-analyser More info:
Based on an estimated 10 % improvement in health. This estimate is discretionary, not based on facts or the concrete measures implemented.
Salary of NOK 150 000 is an estimate. The person will increase his working capacity from 0 to 100 %. We estimate that the person will be placed in the 3rd quartile for taxes on gross income.
See link: https://www.ssb.no/statistikkbanken/selectvarval/saveselections.asp Assuming the municipal tax rate to app. half of the total tax rate.
Salary of NOK 150 000 is an estimate. The salary is made equal to the value of the production from this person. This is a usual public sector estimate, finding it is difficult to measure productivity. Assuming this to be relevant here too.
Assuming the need for financial support for sustenance is no longer needed. See guide lines here: https://www.regjeringen.no/no/dokumenter/a-32016-statlige-veiledende-retningslinjer-for-okonomisk-stonad-for-2017/id2524484/

Example 3: Families with
children that have disabilities
>

The family consists of mother, father
and three childre, a girl, a teen age
boy and a boy in primary school. The
boy in primary school has a light
disability. The youths spend a lot of
time doing sports in their free time and
manage well. The father is 100%
employed. The mother has for a longer
period of time had back aches and
receive treatment for this. She has
applied for different jobs in the last
years, but not succeeded in finding
anything permanent. She works as a
temp in a 50% position. The family
lives in a flat of 70 m2. Their financial
situation has so far not allowed the
family a bigger house/bolig.

>

We have cooperated with the family for nine months and in the first
three months, the situation for the family has changed from
Vulnerable to Stable.

Example 3: A family with children that has disabilites
Situation
(360°-mapping)

Planned measures

Prolonged follow-up of the
mother from the
Friskvernklinikken

• Mother has not got a
permanent job, and
the family therefore
has got a varying
income.
• The family of 5 lives
in a 2-room flat of 70
m2
• The follow-up of the
disabled boy is
complicated because
of lack of space.

(http://unicare.no/friskvern/
interdisciplinary fitness/training
centre and specialist clinic)

G2:
G3:

G4:
G5
G6

The health of the
mother is improved
and she has got a
permanent job with
an adapted
percentage of
employment (80%)

Mother receives WAA.
Finds a customized level
of working
The family buys a
bigger appartment

Benefits

Reduction in production
oss for the sociaty i tapt
produksjon for
samfunnet

Improved physical and
mental health for the
mother
Reduced costs for
services to the mother

Benefit potential

90 000 kroner per yearG1
Salary NOK 300 000
Assuming salary equals production
Change 30%

33 263 kroner per yearG2
Value for quality-adjusted life year
(HDIR): NOK 665 268
Improvement of 5 %

63 600 kroner per årG3
Salary NOK 300 000
WAA NOK 200 000
Addition for having children NOK 12 000
Difference of 30%

10 800 kroner per yearG4

Increased tax revenue
for Asker municipality

A higher Start Loan

Salary NOK 300 000
Salary increase NOK 90 000
Tax rate 23,5% Municipal tax rate 12%

Consequence for the familyG5 +++

Boy in primary school
receives a membership in
a leisure activity run by the
municipality

G1

Changes for the
citizen/family

The boy is more
socially active in his
leisure time

Reduced degree of
«overcrowding»

Valued after a plus-minus method
(qualitative valuation)

66 527 kroner per årG6

Improved mental health
for boy, 11 years of age

Value for quality-adjusted life year (HDIR):
NOK 665 268 (in 2016-kroners)
Improvement of 10 %

Salary of NOK 300 000 is an estimate. The salary is made equal to the value of the production from this person. This is a usual public sector estimate, finding it is difficult to measure productivity. Assuming this to be relevant here too.
The mother increases her working capacity by 30%
Utilizing the values for QUALY from HDIR. See link: https://helsedirektoratet.no/statistikk-og-analyse/samfunnsokonomiske-analyser/helserelaterte-problemstillinger-i-samfunnsokonomiske-analyser
Additional info: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quality-adjusted_life_year Estimated a 5 % improvement in health. This is not founded on facts or in the concrete measures being done.
Assuming a NOK 300 000 salary. Work Assessment Allowance (WAA) is 66% of the salary.
See link: https://www.nav.no/no/Person/Arbeid/Sykmeldt,+arbeidsavklaringspenger+og+yrkesskade/arbeidsavklaringspenger-aap#chapter-4
The addition for having children is NOK 27 per child, 5 days a week. Based on a calculation, I made this to be about 6 % of AAP.
Salary of NOK 300 000 is an estimate. The mother increases her working capacity by 30 %. We estimate that the person will be placed in the 3rd quartile for taxes on gross income.
See linke https://www.ssb.no/statistikkbanken/selectvarval/saveselections.asp Assuming the municipal tax rate to app. half of the total tax rate.
Not based on an explixit assessment. Just to show an example of a qualitative valuation of benefits.
Utilizing the values for QUALY from HDIR. See link: https://helsedirektoratet.no/statistikk-og-analyse/samfunnsokonomiske-analyser/helserelaterte-problemstillinger-i-samfunnsokonomiske-analyser
Additional info: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quality-adjusted_life_year Estimated a 10 % improvement in health for the boy. This is a discretionary estimate, not based on the actual measures being done or other facts

What can be better - The road ahead?

WE WILL:


Continue to develop the methods and way of working and test them in different contexts and situations.



To an even larger extent utilize the possibilities in the voluntary sector, the private sector and the local society as a whole.



To an even larger degree make use of the resources in the networks surrounding the families/citizens. Look more to find their
«Go-To-Persons»/Trusted persons.



To a greater extent make the voices of the children being heard.



Further develop the methodology for benefits management and realization.



Further develop the Investment Thinking/mindset in the municipal context.



Still inform about the Investement Thinking and how we work in Asker Welfare Lab. We will further spread the word to all
employees within the welfare services in Asker municipality, and with relevant partners outside the municipal organization.



Ensure the transfer of experiences made to other development areas inside and outside of the municipality.

Partners

(Clickable links in logos)

